Aim: To develop a novel 3D-QSAR approach for study of the epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase (EGFR TK) and its inhibitors. Methods: One hundred thirty nine EGFR TK inhibitors were classified into 3 clusters. Ensemble docking of these inhibitors with 19 EGFR TK crystal structures was performed. Three protein structures that showed the best recognition of each cluster were selected based on the docking results. Then, a novel QSAR (ensemble-QSAR) building method was developed based on the ligand conformations determined by the corresponding protein structures. Results: Compared with the 3D-QSAR model, in which the ligand conformations were determined by a single protein structure, ensemble-QSAR exhibited higher R2 (0.87) and Q2 (0.78) values and thus appeared to be a more reliable and better predictive model. Ensemble-QSAR was also able to more accurately describe the interactions between the target and the ligands. Conclusion: The novel ensemble-QSAR model built in this study outperforms the traditional 3D-QSAR model in rationality, and provides a good example of selecting suitable protein structures for docking prediction and for building structure-based QSAR using available protein structures.
Introduction
The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is one of the most well-known and validated drug targets for cancer therapy [1] . It is composed of three structural domains: an extracellular ligand-binding domain, a transmembrane domain, and an intracellular domain. When an agonist binds to its ligand binding site, dimerization of the EGFR is triggered, which activates the intrinsic kinase domain, leading to autophosphorylation on specific tyrosine residues in the C-terminus [2, 3] . Subsequently, signal transduction cascades are initiated that promote DNA synthesis and cell proliferation. Hence, the EGFR is a key regulator for cell migration, adhesion, proliferation, and immune responses in several cell phenotypes in the human skin [2, 4] .
Overexpression or hyperactivity of the EGFR is evidently associated with different types of cancers [5] . In fact, at least three human epithelial cancers, including lung cancer, anal cancer and glioblastoma multiforme, are marked by functional overactivation of EGFR. Thus, the EGFR has turned out to be an effective therapeutic target for these epithelial cancers [6] . Due to the development of some specific antagonists targeting the EGFR, especially when the activated ErbB pathway is the underlying cause of a given malignancy [5] , cancer patients have greatly benefited from such targeted therapy. Clinically, two classes of EGFR antagonists, anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies and small-molecule EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), are currently being used. In this study, we focused on small-molecule EGFR TKIs, such as Erlotinib [7] and Gefitinib [8] , which reversibly compete with ATP through binding to the EGFR tyrosine kinase (TK) and thus inhibit the EGFR autophosphorylation and downstream signaling [1, 9] .
Most EGFR TKIs are quinazoline-derivatives with diverse functional groups on the quinazoline ring. After carefully www.nature.com/aps Sun XQ et al Acta Pharmacologica Sinica npg analyzing the differences of the side chains on the quinazoline ring among EGFR TKIs in the BindingDB [10] , we found that most of the reversibly binding ligands can be roughly classified into three clusters ( Figure 1 ): inhibitors possessing the dimethoxyethane side chain, for example, Erlotinib and Lapatinib; inhibitors containing a similar long side chain on the quinazoline ring and ending with a sulfonyl group; and several quinazoline-derivatives with a relatively small side chain and lower molecular weight.
Along with the development of EGFR TKIs, several crystallographic structures of the EGFR TK were also resolved. These known inhibitors and crystal structures have greatly facilitated our development of novel inhibitors for cancer treatment. The application of computer-aided drug design methods, such as docking [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) models [16] [17] [18] [19] , further promotes the development of such novel inhibitors. In particular, by combining docking and QSAR predictions, 3D-QSAR models based on the alignment from the docking results have been found to be advantageous and offer wide coverage [20] .
Most virtual screening studies are hampered by the selection of the appropriate docking programs or scoring functions based on a single crystal structure [21] . However, proteins are dynamically flexible macromolecules, and different structures of a protein may show different recognition abilities towards even the same ligand. Although ensemble docking has shown some advantages in improving the enrichment factor or diversity [22, 23] , to our knowledge, all docking-based 3D-QSAR studies still use a single crystal structure for ligand pose prediction [17, 24, 25] . However, the recognition ability of a protein structure towards inhibitors with different chemical types is rarely explored. Such studies raise two questions regarding (i) the recognition ability of a single EGFR TK crystal structure for inhibitors of different chemical types and (ii) the selection of an appropriate protein structure for the pose prediction of ligands of different chemical types. Thus, those 3D-QSAR models based on a single protein structure might be unreliable to some degree.
In fact, structure-based 3D-QSAR models are not limited to the ligand alignment from just a single protein structure. We can build a type of 3D-QSAR model based on the ligand alignment from multiple protein structures (Herein we refer to such 3D-QSAR models as ensemble-QSAR models). To investigate the rationality of ensemble-QSAR models, we performed an ensemble docking study on multiple EGFR crystal structures. Based on the docking results, an ensemble-QSAR model, which uses the ligand conformations predicted from multiple protein structures, was explored to facilitate the development of novel inhibitors.
Materials and methods

Protein preparation
A total of 19 EGFR TK structures that were co-crystallized with an inhibitor, including 9 wild-type and 10 mutant strains, were retrieved from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) [26] . Of these structures, 7 were in the inactive form, and 12 were in the active form. After aligning all structures to 1XKK, the greatest difference was found in the activation loop. A small helix in the activation loop was broken down when the EGFR TK changed from the inactive to the active form. In the meantime, displacement of the C-helix also appeared during the conformational change from the inactive form to the active form. The alignment also revealed that the N-lobe is a flexible structural unit while the C-lope is rather stable ( Figure  S1 ). With these structures, the mutated residues in the ATP site changed back to their wild-type structures with Maestro GUI [27] . Multiple chains in a crystal structure were separated into individual chains. During the protein structure preparation, the presence or absence of the conserved water (CW) molecule (acting as the water bridge between the hydroxyl group of THR790 and 3-N of the quinazoline moiety) was considered. With all of the above situations taken into account, a total of 52 EGFR TK structures were generated ( Table 1) .
The Protein Preparation Wizard from Schrodinger was used to prepare all these structures. Hydrogen atoms were added to the protein structures corresponding to a pH value of 7. If necessary, the side chain structures of Gln and Asn were flipped to maximize the hydrogen bond interactions. All-atom constrained energy minimizations were carried out using the Impact Refinement module [28] with the inter-atomic interactions modeled by the OPLS-2005 force field [29] , which alleviated the obvious steric clashes in the original PDB structures. An energy minimization was terminated when the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) was larger than 0.30 Å.
Ligand preparation
Most of the EGFR TKIs used in clinical research belong to quinazoline-derivatives. In this work, they were obtained from BindingDB, a database containing hundreds of com- Figure 1 . Representative molecules in each cluster. Erlotinib represents the molecules with two 2-methoxyethoxy on the side chain in cluster A; lapatinib represents the molecules in cluster B which consist of a long side chain on the quinazoline ring and with a sulfonyl group in the tail; N4-(3-bromophenyl)quinazoline-4,6-diamine represents molecules in cluster C whose side chain on the quinazoline ring is small. www.chinaphar.com Sun XQ et al Acta Pharmacologica Sinica npg pounds with IC 50 values towards EGFR TK [10] . We removed all covalently binding ligands because the reaction groups in these ligands can provide biased information to the QSAR model. The FCFP-4 fingerprint was utilized to classify the inhibitors into the three clusters as mentioned in the introduction section. According to the general principle of structural diversity and representation, we manually selected 139 EGFR TKIs, which are classified into cluster A, cluster B and cluster C, including 56, 35, and 48 molecules, respectively. Even though compounds in the same cluster share a similar quinazoline-based scaffold, their side chains reflect their diversity. The inhibitory activities of these compounds, which were tested in substrate phosphorylation assays, span approximately five orders of magnitude, with IC 50 values ranging from 0.1-10 μmol/L. The structure, ID number, activity value, and cluster information for the 139 ligands were provided in Figure S2 .
Selection of inactive compounds (decoys) is of critical importance for the evaluation of virtual screening protocols. Here, we selected the Directory of Universal Decoys (DUD) [30] as the source of decoys. In the DUD, there are a total of 15996 decoys that are believed to be non-binders of EGFR TK. Due to the time-consuming nature of docking studies with all decoys, we condensed the database of molecules containing the FCFP-4 fingerprint to a set of 3800 structurally diverse decoys. The annotated EGFR inhibitors were then seeded into these 3800 decoys to form the final validation set.
All small molecules (139 ligands and 3800 decoys) were prepared using LigPrep [31] by generating low energy ionization and tautomeric states within the pH range of 7.0±2.0. They were further minimized using the OPLS-2005 force field, leading to a set of initial docking conformations.
Docking simulation
Flexible docking was performed using the standard precision (SP) mode in Glide [32] with the default settings. Glide uses a grid file to describe the profile of a binding pocket, with the center of the grids defined by the co-crystallized ligand. Binding sites of all the prepared PDB structures (within 5 Å of the bound ligand) were superimposed onto the 1XKK reference structure with the Protein Structure Alignment tool in Maestro to allow direct QSAR building with the docked poses of the ligands. Moreover, to assess the docking accuracy, self-docking studies were carried out with the rearranged coordinates of the co-crystallized ligands.
Analysis of the docking results
The top-ranked poses, based on GlideScore, were used to analyze the docking results. Self-docking calculations were evaluated by the RMSD between the docked pose and the co-crystallized pose. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [33] curves were utilized to evaluate the docking performance for virtual screening. The ROC plot was constructed by stepping sequentially through the list of the test-set compounds ranked in order of increasing GlideScore. At each point of a ROC curve, the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) were collected to characterize the virtual screening performance. Much attention should be paid to the early performance of the ROC curve, as it would facilitate the evaluation of a virtual screening protocol.
Ligand similarity
Discovery Studio 2.1 was used to generate the FCFP-4 fingerprints for all the molecules. Thereafter, the Tanimoto coefficient was calculated to quantify the similarity:
where a and b are the numbers of bits in their respective molecules and c is the number of bits common to both molecules. 3D-QSAR model building 3D-QSAR models were built using PHASE [34, 35] . Reliable 
Each new code consists of two parts separated by an underscore. The first part is the original PDB Code. The part following the underscore is the comment derived from protein structure preparation: A, B, C, or D refers to the chain in the crystal structure used in docking study; W represents that the conserved water is kept, or else it is removed; M means that the structure is mutated to the wild type.
www.nature.com/aps Sun XQ et al Acta Pharmacologica Sinica npg ligand conformation generation is essential for constructing a robust 3D-QSAR model. To incorporate the information from both ligands and receptors, we used the docking-guided method for ligand alignment. Nevertheless, the ensemble docking results indicated that different protein structure possessed different abilities in recognizing ligands in different clusters, which means that a specific protein structure usually exhibits good recognition ability toward ligands in one or two clusters. In this work, we combined the ligand conformations regenerated by constraint docking studies from their respective most favorable protein structures to improve the pose accuracy (Table S2 ). Because the residues within 5 Å of the binding pocket were aligned before grid generation, docking poses from different structures could be collected easily for the ensemble-QSAR model building. Of the 139 inhibitors mentioned above, 109 inhibitors were selected as the training set based on the usual guidelines, with the remaining 30 compounds used as a test set.
Results
Self docking
The first step of our study was focused on the evaluation of the Glide self-docking towards EGFR TK. The performances of some known docking programs with the kinase have been evaluated by La Motta et al [17] . However, the Glide program was not covered in their study. As Glide is a popular docking method that has performed well in numerous evaluations [36] [37] [38] [39] , in this study self-docking was carried out on the 52 TK structures using the Glide SP mode. Figure 2 demonstrated the self-docking results for all complexes. To facilitate the evaluation, a ligand binding pose was considered to be successfully predicted when the RMSD between the best-scored and co-crystallized poses was less than 2.50 Å. As shown in Figure  2 , 38 of the 52 structures were successfully reproduced. For the 52 self-docking structures, an average RMSD value of 2.20 Å was obtained, which was much smaller than 2.70 Å obtained by La Motta et al, reflecting the reliability of Glide towards the EGFR TK. Considering its remarkable performance, Glide SP docking was used for the subsequent docking studies.
Simulated virtual screening 2J6M_W demonstrated the highest TPR 1% value (the TPR value when the FPR value is 1%) of 0.764 for cluster A ( Figure 3A) . It also appeared to be an acceptable structure for recognizing molecules in clusters B and C, with TPR 1% values of 0.371 and 0.306, respectively. The area under the curve (AUC) was used as another indicator to evaluate the docking performance. Accordingly, large AUC values of 0.957, 0.909, and 0.949 were obtained for clusters A, B, and C, respectively. Both 1XKK and 1XKK_W demonstrated even better ability to recognize inhibitors in cluster B, with TPR 1% values larger than 0.900. We can see a sharp increase at the beginning of the 1XKK ROC curve for cluster B from Figure 3B , which leads to a high AUC value of 0.987. However, 1XKK performed relatively poorly towards the ligands in clusters A and C, which represented the specificity of 1XKK towards cluster B.
2JIU_AW exhibited the best TPR 1% value of 0.531 toward the ligands in cluster C. In addition, a remarkable TPR 1% value of 0.540 for all the 139 inhibitors was also obtained with this structure, which is also the highest TPR 1% value among all structures tested. The good recognition ability of 2JIU_ AW toward all ligands was represented by the ROC curves in Figure 3C . Although the TPR 1% values for clusters A and B generated from 2JIU_AW are not the best among the 52 structures, they are still acceptable for virtual screening calculations. Therefore, if limited computational resources are available or the ligands' chemotype is unclear, we suggest using this structure for a virtual screening study.
The other structures used in our study did not show representative results for recognizing ligands in the three clusters. All ROC curves obtained for the structures used in this work and TPR 1% were provided in Figure S3 and Table S1 .
3D-QSAR study
Two 3D-QSAR models with different ligand alignment npg methods were built in this study. The first model was constructed with the ligand conformations determined by the structure 2JIU_AW, which had the highest TPR 1% towards all 139 active molecules; the second model was an ensemble-QSAR, in which the ligand poses were determined by the optimally selected protein structures. 2J6M_W, 1XKK, and 2JIU_AW, which exhibited the highest TPR 1% values for compounds in clusters A, B, and C, respectively, were selected and used to determine the ligand conformations in the corresponding clusters. Figure 4 shows the essential differences of the docking poses of the 139 compounds through different docking alignment approaches. Figure 4A shows the docking alignment of all compounds from a single structure, 2JIU_AW. Although this structure is superior to all other structures on TPR 1%, it cannot ensure the rationality of the binding poses for all 139 chemicals. As shown in Figure 4A , the quinazoline rings of the compounds show obvious fluctuations around the hinge part of the kinase, where a stable hydrogen-bond interaction should be formed with the main chain amide of MET793 [40] . Moreover, the methylsulfonyl group of some inhibitors is not positioned correctly. Thus, 2JIU_AW cannot provide reliable conformations for all 139 ligands for further 3D QSAR building. By contrast, the poses generated by ensemble docking appear to be more reasonable, with the quinazoline rings and the methylsulfonyl groups being more highly ordered ( Figure 4B ). Therefore, by combining the ligand poses in each cluster generated by 2J6M_W, 1XKK, and 2JIU_AW, the alignment becomes more reasonable.
Two statistically significant 3D-QSAR models were constructed based on different ligand conformation alignments. Figure 5 shows the correlations between the experimental and predicted activities for the compounds in the training and test sets. For the single structure-based QSAR model, the correlation coefficients based on the training (R 2 ) and test compounds (Q 2 ) were 0.83 and 0.67 (factor 4), respectively. For the ensemble-QSAR model, values of 0.87 and 0.78 (factor 5) were obtained for R 2 and Q 2 , respectively, indicating a clearly improved predictability. In addition to improving the statistical indicators, the ensemble-QSAR model has the potential to provide more reasonable biophysical knowledge because it was built based on enhanced docking poses. For example, the binding pose of compd-117 shows a more favorable interaction pattern in the ensemble-QSAR model than in the single structure-based QSAR model. As shown in Figure 6 , the pose of the compound from the ensemble docking (colored in white) shows that it forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone of CYS797, and the iodine group experiences a favorable hydrophobic contact with the surrounding residues.
These interactions were not found from the pose generated by the single structure 2JIU_AW (colored in yellow). By analyzing the QSAR features, which include hydrogen bond donors, hydrophobic/nonpolar interactions, and electron-withdrawing property, significant advantages can be obtained from the ensemble 3D-QSAR. The two most important features, the hydrophobic (filed fraction: 0.55) and electron-withdrawing (filed fraction: 0.27) properties, of this QSAR model with two representative compounds are visualized in Figure 7 . Figure 7A and 7B demonstrate the hydrophobic feature of the QSAR with the most potent inhibitor, compd-117, and the least active inhibitor, compd-94, respectively. Here, the green cubes indicate favorable hydrophobic regions that are helpful for improving the activity of an inhibitor, while unfavorable areas are shown in purple. Obviously, the green cubes match well with the hydrophobic regions of the protein (represented by yellow meshes). The iodine and chlorine groups of compd-117 occupy the two large green cubes. By contrast, the least active compound, compd-94, does not occupy the two large green cubes, and its methyl group on methylquinazoline is located in the unfavorable region. A similar case has been found for the electronwithdrawing features of the QSAR as well. As depicted in Figure 7C and Figure 7D , the carbonyl group of compd-117 is located in the favorable region (color in pale red), whereas compd-94 lacks the important electron-withdrawing feature.
Discussion
With many successful cases of virtual screening, molecular docking is becoming an increasingly popular tool for generating hit compounds in drug discovery [41] . However, several challenging issues remain, such as water-mediated protein-ligand interactions [42] and protein flexibility [43] . Currently, docking-guided QSAR models are widely used for lead optimization, whereas protein flexibility has not been taken into account in most studies [44] . In this work, an ensemble docking-guided 3D-QSAR approach is proposed for the EGFR TK, in an effort to avoid the disadvantages of the single structure-guided QSAR models.
Ligand selectivity of the protein structures
According to the docking results, we can observe that a protein structure exhibits different capabilities in recognizing ligands of different chemical types ( Figure S3 ), reflecting the fact that docking performances are sensitive to protein-ligand interactions and/or protein flexibility. Consequently, the selection of appropriate protein structures is essential when several protein structures are available during the virtual screening. For EGFR, the structures 2J6M_W, 1XKK, and 2JIU_AW performed best for the molecules in clusters A, B, and C, respectively. Therefore, if a virtual screening task is initiated, the full use of the three protein structures would be particularly helpful for enriching the active compounds.
When a docking-guided QSAR model is initiated, the ligand's alignment is crucial for generating a reliable QSAR model. From our docking results, we can see that a single pro- npg tein crystal structure shows selectivity towards ligands in different clusters. Therefore, the predictability of the QSAR models based on a single crystal structure might be low. However, if multiple crystal structures are included and the most reasonable pose for each ligand is selected for building an ensemble-QSAR model, we can obtain a more reasonable QSAR model.
Conserved water molecule
One CW molecule appears in 13 of the 19 EGFR TK crystal structures. This CW molecule bridges the interactions between THR790 and the 3-N atom of quinazoline. Wissner et al tried to replace the water molecule with a 3-cyano group, but they found that the potency was not improved by this substitution [45] . In our docking calculations, the highest TPR 1% All , TPR A 1% , and TPR C 1% values were obtained with the structures in the presence of the water molecule. For the inhibitors in cluster B, both 1XKK and 1XKK_W performed well during the docking study, with TPR B 1% values of 0.971 and 0.943, respectively, indicating that the effect of the water molecule was not obvious in the docking of cluster B ligands. To further analyze the importance of this CW, we built a histogram and analyzed its function in the 13 crystal structures. As shown in Figure 8 , when this CW was considered, the averaged TPR 1% value increased in 11 of the 13 crystal structures. Therefore, we suggest that this water molecule should be retained during docking simulations if the ligands are not designed to replace it.
Ligand similarity
Based on the FCFP-4 fingerprint, we calculated the Tanimoto similarities between compounds in different clusters and co- Table 2 . This result shows that the ligands in 1XKK were similar to the molecules in cluster B with a similarity value of 0.73, and the highest average TPR 1% value for cluster B was obtained with this protein crystal structure. This finding implies a high probability of obtaining an active ligand in a virtual screening when a binding pocket is shaped by a similar co-crystallized ligand. However, the docking performance is not merely determined by the ligand similarity, as exemplified by the results for compounds in cluster A. Though the co-crystallized ligand in 2ITZ exhibits a high similarity to cluster A ligands with a value of 0.65, a lower TPR A 1% value is obtained, indicating the existence of some other factors affecting the docking performance. According to our study, the co-crystallized ligands in 2J6M (2J6M_W) and 2JIU (2JIU_AW) are not similar to the docked molecules in clusters A and C, respectively, but the highest TPR 1% values were obtained for these clusters (Figure 3 ). A previously published paper showed that docking accuracy is related to ligand similarity, and higher similarity between the docked molecules and the co-crystallized ligand always leads to better docking accuracy [46, 47] . We only obtain this type of correlation in our virtual screening study for the ligands in cluster B. As for the cluster A and C ligands, ligand similarity does not appear to work. We attribute this phenomenon to the smaller size of the ligands in clusters A and C than those in cluster B, and a similar ligand is not a prerequisite for shaping the binding pocket. Therefore, we can conclude that similarity can facilitate the virtual screening of the EGFR TK in limited cases, and careful evaluation of all available structures can be a prudent way of selecting target structures.
QSAR implications for designing new EGFR inhibitors
Currently, when the target protein structure is available, docking-guided 3D-QSARs are widely employed to detect the SARs of interested compounds and to obtain some clues for activity improvement. This type of alignment method not only reduces the computational resources used for ligand conformation sampling, but also fully utilizes the interaction information between ligands and the protein structures. It is also worth acknowledging that poor docking score performance when evaluating the activity of a series compounds could be addressed by the local QSAR model. However, for the proteins with plastic binding sites, the selection of a single structure seems to be questionable. Our study suggested a practical and rigorous approach to handle this problem. The enrichment factor and fingerprint-based clustering were used to optimally select a small number of representative protein structures, which are essentially important for the generation of reasonable conformations of diverse ligands.
As depicted in Figure 9 with compd-117 as a reference molecule, the combined effect of all five features from the QSAR model provides some clues for further modification of the inhibitors. The cubes from the ensemble-QSAR model directly relate the favorable (shown in blue) and unfavorable (shown in red) regions to the corresponding detailed proteinligand interactions in the ATP binding site. The basic concept is that the designed compounds should occupy the blue cubes as much as possible while avoiding touching the red areas. At the top of the picture, a favorable hydrophobic region (horizontal arrow) indicates that the substitution with a small 
Conclusion
The identification capability of different EGFR TK crystal structures towards inhibitors of different chemical types has been comprehensively evaluated. These crystal structures exhibited different capabilities in binding pose prediction for inhibitors with different chemical types. According to the TPR 1% values, we found that 2J6M_W, 1XKK, and 2JIU_AW performed best towards the active compounds of clusters A, B, and C, respectively. Based on the docking performances of the protein structures, we developed a practical method for building reliable QSAR models, the ensemble-QSAR model. This model can fully use the optimally selected structures relevant to different ligand clusters to improve the ligand alignment, and our study has shown that the model possess a remarkable predictability. We believe that the method developed in this work can also be applied to other targets when several crystal structures are available, though our study was only based on the EGFR TK system. Ensemble-QSAR thus provides a powerful tool for virtual screening and lead optimization.
